California Air Resources Board this week approved a clean air plan to reduce air pollution in the San Joaquin Valley. Currently, air quality in the Valley is failing to meet four health-based standards set by the Environmental Protection Agency.

By John Walker

On a recent evening, a group of frustrated adults sounded off inside the Boys and Girls Club gymnasium on Cedar Avenue in southeast Fresno.

“I’m really questioning what we’re doing here,” said one.

“I feel like my time is being wasted,” said another, speaking in Spanish.
“Treat us with respect,” added a third. “I feel like you’re not even taking what we’re saying into account.”

Welcome to the monthly meeting of the Community Air Protection Program local steering committee. Bring your ideas about how to clean up our polluted air with $80 million in state funding, and leave the pleasantries at the door.

In 2017, when politicians extended the state’s cap-and-trade program, they passed AB 617 as a companion measure. The law requires the California Air Resources Board and local air districts take specific actions for reducing air pollution and toxic air contaminants in 10 heavily burdened communities.

No surprise south and central Fresno were among the communities chosen in Year 1. The central San Joaquin Valley is Ground Zero for PM 2.5, after all.

STEERING COMMITTEE SOUNDS OFF
The wrinkle with AB 617 is local air districts won’t be making these decisions alone. Helping develop each community’s emissions reduction program are local steering committees whose members can be residents, environmental activists, business owners, health care professionals and government officials.

The state air board, local air districts and steering committees are under a tight timeline. Additional air monitoring systems must begin by July and emissions reductions programs adopted by September. By 2023, air districts that haven’t cleaned up their act face heavy fines.

So how is the process going for south and central Fresno? By what I saw last week, not so well. Months into it, the Valley Air District and local steering committee can’t even agree on where the boundaries should be.
The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District proposed this 14.4 square mile triangle as the boundary for the South Central Fresno Community. The local steering committee voted 19-5 to expand it to include southwest Fresno and the Industrial Triangle.

San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District

For the South Central Fresno Community, the San Joaquin Valley Air District originally proposed a triangular-shaped area that encompassed 14.4 square miles. The boundary includes most of the city south of McKinley Avenue stretching through Calwa and Malaga. But, curiously, it barely encroaches Highway 99.

Steering committee members took one look and said, “You’ve gotta be kidding me.” Why is southwest Fresno completely left out even though its neighborhoods have the highest CalEnviroScreen scores? And why does the boundary not include the Industrial Triangle, home to Amazon and Ulta distribution centers with more truck traffic likely on the way?

At its February meeting, the steering community unanimously recommended expanding the boundary to cover 41.4 square miles and contain all census tracts ranking in the top 99th percentile of CalEnviroScreen. Although significantly larger in size, the population of the expanded boundary (roughly 130,000 people) would rank fifth among the 10 communities chosen statewide.
AIR DISTRICT THUMBS ITS NOSE

How did air officials respond to the committee’s recommendation? By ignoring most of it. Last week the district unveiled three “potential boundary adjustments” that added the Industrial Triangle and more industrial zones around Malaga but continued to omit southwest Fresno.

Which led to some hard feelings and heated emotions that I was on hand to witness.

“I feel like our intelligence has been insulted by these maps,” said Janelle Lee, a physician at UCSF Fresno. “It's like our input hasn't even been considered.”

Fellow committee member Lisa Flores, who identified herself as a retired planner, tore into the air district while questioning the competence of Air Pollution Control Officer Samir Sheikh.

“You are not working in good faith with the community,” Flores said. “You are creating the exact situation where environmental racism is occurring.”

These are interesting times for the Valley Air District. Scrutiny from state regulators, environmental activists and regular folks tired of breathing dirty air or seeing loved ones stricken with asthma or other ailments is at an all-time high.

Following a two-year delay, the district has a state-approved PM 2.5 attainment plan. AB 617 mandates a new level of transparency and community engagement from district officials. And there’s a blistering report by the Washington, D.C. nonprofit Earthworks that unearthed severe irregularities with the district’s emission reduction credits. (More to come on that. The state has ordered a full investigation.)
The Central California Asthma Collaborative talks about its partnership with Unmask My City to push for clean air in the San Joaquin Valley, which has some of the country’s worst air quality.
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Sheikh, to his credit, was present at last week’s meeting.

In his opening remarks, he pledged to “fight for as many resources as possible” and told the steering committee everyone will “collectively decide” how to expand the boundary.

However, Sheikh also warned that $80 million is not as much as it sounds and the further you expand the boundary the thinner that money will be spread.

Those comments were echoed by committee member Larry Westerlund, the city of Fresno’s economic development director.

“We want to have the most effect for the dollars that we do have,” said Westerlund, who suggested southwest Fresno apply for a future funding year.

After all 24 members were given a chance to speak, including a few who did so in Spanish, the committee voted 19-5 to support the expanded boundaries it proposed a month earlier.

The air district will make the final decision, spokesperson Jaime Holt confirmed in an email. According to Sheikh, the boundaries must be finalized this week.

“We are very deep into a short time frame,” Sheikh said.

The question now is how deep air district officials want to be in with their own steering committee.
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Steve Claassen

SJVAPCD Director Samir Sheik won’t have the near 10-year honeymoon his predecessor Seyed Sadredin enjoyed. Sadredin used up all the patience this community possessed for arrogant business community toadies.
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Diana Diehl

SJVAPCD never saw a federally mandated operating permit they wouldn’t approve, as may be documented by their own public notices printed in the newspaper.
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Étieme Volauvent

To their credit, the resident-members of the steering committee were unanimous in recommending inclusion of west Fresno rather than hoard all the money for themselves. Such PM 2.5 monitoring as the community has been able to afford to buy for itself—the purple air monitors that are going up all over Fresno, Clovis and beyond—show west Fresno has by far the worst air in the city. To ignore that data and make no attempt to gage its accuracy with a permanent stationary Federal Equivalent Monitor on the west side would be a real shame. https://www.purpleair.com/map?180315|180317#10/36.7322/-119.7909
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Susan Morrison

It makes more sense to expand to cover the entire impacted area in order to formally establish the real target area - and then use that as a basis for seeking more funding.
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Steve Claassen

Yep, and don’t forget that the district still has its own budget that its using to buy new, methane generators for Valley dairies, tractors and harvesters for Valley agribusiness, and wood stove upgrades for Valley residents. Since those expenditures haven’t been measurably improving our air quality why is the district wasting tens of millions of dollars subsidizing failed policy?
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Kevin Hall

Local journalism. It's nearly impossible to overstate the important role The Bee has played in improving this valley, particularly by sounding the alarm in instances like this. Turn on the lights and watch the cockroaches scatter.
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Fresno, California, City Councilman Steve Brandau's proposed ban on intersection panhandling died Thursday, March 21. Columnist Marek Warszawski has some ideas on city ordinances officials should consider instead.
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